Anyone reflecting on the relation of the “image” to “history” in the eighteenth century, as I have been asked to do for this essay, must begin with Francis Haskell’s *History and Its Images* (1993), the major work on that subject. In a book of impressive scope and erudition, Haskell addressed an important problem: what is the impact of the visual arts on the historical imagination? His study, as he described it, explored “how, when, and why historians have tried to recapture the past, or at least a sense of the past, by adopting the infinitely seductive course of looking at the image that the past has left of itself.” He surveyed historians from Petrarch (1304–74) through Johan Huizinga (1872–1945) and examined how they used images as historical tools or as part of their historical method, addressing questions about the nature of visual evidence and the ground on which it is interpreted that such an investigation inevitably raised. Reading *History and Its Images* now, I am struck by two things. First is the dishearteningly negative verdict it passes on the consequence of images to historians; for all the authors he discusses, not one comes up to the mark of integrating images into narrative histories or of reckoning works of art as constitutive of history. Second is the surprisingly little impact *History and Its Images* has had within the field of art history, and in other disciplines for that matter, despite having been widely reviewed. A possible explanation may be that Haskell does not show why images mattered or how people engaged with them when they did. In keeping with his formation as a historian, he kept his sights firmly trained on major narratives written by professional historians such as Edward Gibbon’s *The History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire* (1776–89). What Haskell’s study leaves out, though it does suggest, is the interest taken in visualizing...
history and in concretizing textual accounts of it through material remains of the past and images of them.

Narrative was only one form that an interest in history took in the eighteenth century. People’s engagement with artifacts, images of them, and images that envisioned past events and personalities was extremely important and part of what might be called a larger historical imaginary. This visual engagement with the past fed indirectly into serious historical narratives. Gibbon said he was inspired to write *The History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire* by going to the Roman forum and seeing its extensive monumental architecture at first hand, even though no visual analysis or description of the ruins enters into his history. Haskell was so intent on pointing out the separation of visual experience and published histories, and on pointing out disparities between them, that he did not explore the power and draw of images and artifacts in their relation to a historical imaginary. Yet one could say that visual artifacts informed the period’s fervent interest in Roman antiquities and drew readers to Gibbon’s book. There was a subliminal relationship between images and texts, a give-and-take that makes visual representation difficult to separate from historical representation and also makes its agency difficult to define: visual experience played into an interest in history, just as knowledge of history prompted curiosity about material artifacts, events, and people of the past, but without a systematic connection between the visual and the textual.

This essay argues that an impulse to visualize history through prints, drawings, and paintings took hold during the eighteenth century, with consequences for the newly popular print media’s effect on conceptualizations of history that remain insistently elusive. It was as if history, which conventionally drew its authority from texts, needed a supporting network of images to bring one closer to the past and lend a reality to its accounts. Theories and concepts of history were never argued through images, but these “visual documents,” as one might call them, still seemed capable of bridging the gap between present and past. If the mounting accumulation of images that bore witness to history in the eighteenth century could be said to have exerted an influence on writing about historical processes and events, the French Revolution placed some in evidence. The Revolution was seen as the ultimate event produced by history up to that time. It changed history’s course, and its energies seem to have released visual images from the usual textual scaffolding that bore witness to events that were perceived as making history. This development implied that history, or at least a history of the Revolution, would need to, and have no choice but to, incorporate images in order to provide a complete record of events, though how far this view of visual testimony extended remains is, by its very nature, impossible to pin down.
Some basic questions about terms of reference might be posed at the outset. What conditions enabled an impulse to visualize history to develop during the eighteenth century and what forms did it take? Equally important, what was meant by “history” at the time? An interest in secular history was decidedly on the rise during this period, which expanded the possibilities for imagining the human’s relation to the world and to time. Sales and reviews of history books and geographies increased steadily relative to books of theology and jurisprudence, indicating inquisitiveness on the part of the reading public about those areas of knowledge. At the same time, visual images multiplied, especially in the form of prints but in other media as well.

Every quantitative measure of material culture in the eighteenth century attests to continuing growth in the consumption and production of paintings, prints, drawings, illustrated books, illustrated journals, and decorative arts embellished with images, to say nothing of forms of visual spectacle and popular entertainment or of images produced from optical experiments in the natural sciences. This expansion of visual culture was especially marked during the second half of the century, when an increase in prosperity and education led to an increased demand for printed images of all sorts for educational, informational, and entertainment purposes. There were so many printed images in circulation that the age was sometimes called “the papered century” or, in Germany, *Papierkultur*.

An impulse to visualize the past during this period can be divided into roughly two modalities: an antiquarian impulse to collect artifacts and to document them visually in drawings and prints, on the one hand, and an imaginary impulse to recreate scenes or events of the past through illusionistic renderings of them, on the other. In what follows, I look at examples from both realms, beginning with the documentary mode. This primarily took the form of objects, including prints, assembled in private collections and occasionally published. Here I shall focus on those collectors specifically interested in historical subjects. I then move to the imaginary mode, which envisioned past events visually as stories with actions and actors. I consider illustrations that were integrated into history books as well as large-scale history paintings that detached their representations of subjects from any originary texts. In the final section of the essay, I return to the documentary mode to consider the role of printed images during the French Revolution as creators of instant history.

The term “history” was so broadly used in the eighteenth century that it can be confusing to readers today. It embraced everything from compilations of knowledge such as natural history to stories in the sense of “istoria” as defined in Giorgio Vasari’s sixteenth-century treatise on painting. The deceptive breadth of the concept is suggested by Antoine-Joseph Dezallier d’Argenville’s use of it in a long essay published in the *Mercure de France* in...
1727. Dezallier (1680–1765), a royal administrator and lawyer, was an avid collector and writer on subjects ranging from gardening and natural history to the fine arts. In his essay, he advised collectors on how to organize a cabinet of curiosities, including sizeable collections of printed images. The publication of this essay in the *Mercure* attests to the rise of the private collector or connoisseur and the importance of connoisseurial knowledge as a social code of distinction and language of polite sociability. Regarding prints, Dezallier advised collectors to classify them by *subject matter* rather than by artist, contrary to the market’s preference for identification by author, and to place them under three broad categories: history, portraits, and landscapes.7 The prominence of *histoire* in this scheme is highly suggestive, but on closer inspection, Dezallier appears to have meant “history” in the traditional and benign sense of “story.” He divided the category into sacred and profane history, which was conventional enough, but then proceeded to correlate profane history with the artists Godfrey Kneller, John Closterman, Daniel Teniers, and Adriaen van Ostade. These were seventeenth-century painters of portraits and low-life genre scenes, and they strike us today as surprising choices to exemplify a category largely associated with political or diplomatic events or judicial transactions of the past, subjects those artists rarely, if ever, painted.8 What, then, did Dezallier mean by “history”? He certainly was not thinking of what we might consider social history or a history of changing customs or *moeurs*. The question becomes all the more insistent in light of Dezallier’s classification of subjects that we often regard as historical events—“marriages,” “funerals,” “entries,” “battles,” “sieges,” “army marches”—under the category of landscape, not under *histoire*.9 His classification scheme suggests that ceremonies were perceived as ahistorical, as transcending time by virtue of repeating ritual enactments of power, or alternatively as transpiring in space (like “landscape”) more than in time. In attempting to understand what he meant by “history,” it becomes relevant to consider his debt to a rhetorical mode of classifying the fine arts, a realm with which he was very familiar as an art collector and writer on art. In the fine arts, “history” encompassed anything with narrative; “portraits” referred to portrayals of individuals; and “landscape” embraced representations of the environment.10 His use of the term “history,” then, was period specific and inflected by practice and criticism within the realm of the fine arts.

The Documentary Impulse:

Ancient History

Dezallier’s association of history with narrative, oddly instanced by painters of low life and portraits, indicates how amorphous and expansive
ideas of history were at the beginning of the century. One gets quite a differ-
ent, but no less prevalent, sense of history from the collections of
printed images that amateurs and scholars assembled during this period,
which were *denarrativized* in their documentary approach to visualizing the
past. Such collections were massive and ran into the tens of thousands of
prints, some exceeding a hundred thousand; they were the largest con-
centrations of images to be found anywhere at the time. Although only a modi-
cum of research has been done on them, it is clear that eighteenth-century
collectors continued traditions and specialisms that had been established
in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, as soon as printed images
began to circulate and be collected. Eighteenth-century collecting practice
was not new, nor could it be said to have generated new ways of writing
history. What these eighteenth-century collectors did, however, was to
assemble prints into a “picture” of a history that created an increasingly
systematic overview and made history seem more immediate by virtue of
being imaged. Prints of historical subjects represented only a small per-
centage of the content of large-scale print collections, yet the very fact that
they emerged as a theme indicates a commitment to the visualization of
history and an appetite for concrete visual evidence of historical remains,
personalities, and events. This collecting activity took place within rela-
tively elite and learned social strata in private cabinets scattered through-
out Europe (I concentrate here on France), where prints were assembled
in portfolios and mounted in albums. The collectors of prints of historical
subjects whom I have considered—a monk, a lawyer, a minor noble, and
a provincial cleric—were geographically scattered and do not seem to have
engaged in collecting as a sociable activity or means of knowledge
exchange, in the way that Parisian collectors of prints of artworks and of
natural history specimens are known to have done; but their social back-
grounds suggest that history was gaining interest among reasonably
wealthy men who had the means, leisure, and curiosity to form collections
of prints.12

The collectors addressed by Dezallier in the *Mercure* would have under-
stood “history” as conventionally divided into sacred and secular realms, as he
did, and generally as the study of the past, a temporal and narrative domain
quite separate from the descriptive and analytic realm of natural *history*.13 For
the eighteenth century, “the past” almost invariably meant ancient history,
particularly Greece and Rome, as the primary theater in which a historical
imagination staged itself. Antiquarian collections predominated across
Europe over every other kind with a historical bent until well into the
nineteenth century. They incorporated not only material artifacts—coins,
metalwork, vases and pottery, figurines, statues, architectural fragments,
and so on—but also drawings and prints of artifacts.
The Benedictine monk Bernard de Montfaucon (1655–1741) was one of the most noted antiquarians of his day, publishing his magnum opus, *Antiquité expliquée et représentée en figures* (*Antiquity Explained and Represented in Sculptures*; 1719, 1724), early in the century. Famously, and unusually, he progressed from collecting antiquities and images of them to collecting artifacts and images of modern history, the latter compiled and published in his unfinished *Monumens de la monarchie française* (*Monuments of the French monarchy*; 1729–33). A desire to visualize the past was precisely what compelled Montfaucon to turn away from texts toward images of classical antiquity. He had established himself as a distinguished textual critic when he was asked by the church to publish an edition of the Greek Church Fathers. He remained dissatisfied after reading all the Greek and Latin authors and began collecting printed images that might help him understand ancient history and mythology. In effect, he embarked on a study of pagan literature and profane history in the interest of illuminating the writings of the Greek Church. It was after twenty-six years of collecting artifacts, prints, and drawings, by which time Montfaucon had transformed himself into a reputed antiquarian, that he decided to publish his visual research as an illustrated study. The remarkable thing about *Antiquity Explained*, and his later study, is that they were published at all, given the expense and technological complexities of publishing illustrated books at the time. Extraordinarily for the period, *Antiquity Explained* was illustrated with no fewer than thirty thousand images ("*en figures*"") in more than fifteen volumes, including a multivolume supplement (fig. 1).

Montfaucon wrote with considerable conviction about the value of images for the historian:

> A Verbal Description, however exact and particular it may be, can never give us such a clear Idea of some things, as the Image and Picture of those things themselves,

drawn from the Life. Hence it happens that they who have tried from an Historical Narrative to form the Image and Representation of such things, have never been able to do it with any Exactness, tho’ they took never such Care. . . . The real Image surpasses vastly the Idea we form’d from the Description of the Writer, or Picture of the Designer, who drew them only from Conjecture, . . . for no Narrative, however plain or full, can teach us what one Glance of the Eye will: Images copied from Monuments produce the same Effect almost, as being upon the very Spot, and having set before our Eyes distinctly, what we imperfectly knew by Report. 16

By the “real Image” he usually meant engravings or drawings of antique monuments, sculptures, metalwork, and coins, though the phrase could embrace actual physical and visual encounters with objects and monuments. Reproductive images “almost” stood in for the real thing. Montfaucon argued that images could correct scholars’ errors and even supply information that texts lacked. 17 Despite the strong claims he made for the historical value of images, however, his view of their relation to history remained conventional, since he saw them as amplifying classical texts:

By the help of these Monuments we shall read the ancient Writers with much more Advantage: The Images here will instruct us in many things more surely than the Authors themselves, and we too shall read them with more Pleasure. 18

In other words, images made reading history more vivid and accessible. That was one of the three functions traditionally ascribed to them in the early modern period, usually with regard to religious pictures, the other two being instruction of the illiterate and aiding memory. 19

The main purpose of a compilation of images like Montfaucon’s, or those of other collectors I shall be discussing, was to provide unspoken corroboration of history and bring one into closer contact with the past through its visualization. No one ever explained how looking at an image made history more immediate or present, but this impression clearly depended on the assumed capacity of images to conjure up a visual reality and to assert their own concrete reality as material objects.

In Montfaucon’s case, the impulse to visualize history propelled itself toward a conviction that images could relate history on their own. Montfaucon presented a vision of antiquity that he believed yielded an overview of the classical past by bringing all these images together. Were these “visual documents” or visual “facts” sufficient to constitute a history of antiquity? Voltaire thought not: in the definition of “history” he supplied for Denis Diderot and Jean Le Rond d’Alembert’s encyclopedia, he maintained that narrative was required. 20 Yet Montfaucon thought images were enough: he claimed that two years spent studying the figures in Antiquity Explained would give one command of the subject and do so a good deal faster than wading through the classical authors, to say nothing of the “frightening” number of
“prolix” and partial studies of antiquities that modern scholars were churning out. Whether Montfaucon’s *Antiquity Explained* can be called a visual history, given its lack of a comprehensive narrative, is open to question. Historians such as Gibbon and Johann Joachim Winckelmann went to Montfaucon for documentary detail, but not to find indications of the schematic narratives about the past they were trying to reconstruct.

Montfaucon’s volumes were products of a print culture through and through. He collected any and all engravings of antiquities that he could lay hands on and actively solicited prints and drawings of artifacts that he was unable to actually see from librarians, keepers, and antiquarian collectors with whom he corresponded. He hoovered images up into an overview of everything relating to the ancients and organized them into a typological scheme, composed of categories such as “Theology,” “Civil Life,” “War,” and “Funerals.” The plates in his volumes set out multiple examples under each heading (see fig. 1). While the quantity of images was impressive by period standards, their quality was not high. As engraved illustrations that reproduced other engravings and drawings, they were at least twice removed from the objects they depicted. Montfaucon himself did not perceive this distance from the original as problematic. He was lax in his critical examination of the visual evidence and naively believed that engravings and drawings “almost” stood in for the real thing. Their function was documentary. Aesthetic considerations rarely came into their selection, layout, or rendering, as they did in luxurious folio editions of natural history specimens from the same period. The “documentary mission of the print” was regarded as paramount, to quote the keeper of the royal print cabinet in Paris, from a letter to his counterpart in Dresden, regarding the obligation of prints and collections of them to record the art and civilization of the ancients, which would otherwise be lost to moderns. That “documentary mission” fully accords with Montfaucon’s understanding of the prints he collected and reproduced as creating a visual archive that would preserve the memory of historical objects and events.

Such beliefs in the documentary value of prints of historical artifacts notwithstanding, the German antiquarian Winckelmann later criticized Montfaucon for placing too much faith in images and failing to examine the antiquities themselves—failing to notice, for example, important restorations that complicated their dating. The conventions of visual representation (what was later called “style”) remained as invisible to Montfaucon as they did to most observers of his day. Precisely because the images were perceived as transparent to the objects they depicted, Montfaucon’s studies set a precedent for visual compilations of historical artifacts and continued to exert influence through their material status as publications.
Winckelmann was one of the first antiquarians to attend to the formal language of the depiction of figures on antique coins and in antique sculptures. Even his *Geschichte der Kunst des Alterthums* (History of the art of antiquity; 1764), however, for all its extraordinary sensitivity to the visual evidence, was initially published with very few illustrations. There were chapter head- and tailpieces and reproductions of a few engraved gems and coins scattered through the first edition and no illustrations at all in the second Vienna edition of 1776; only the Italian and French editions of the 1780s finally incorporated large illustrations of the major works he discussed. Winckelmann’s texts consequently relied on word-pictures of two types, empirical descriptions of objects and lyrical evocations of selected antique sculptures for which he became known. The publication history of Winckelmann’s *History of the Art of Antiquity*, regarded as the foundational text of the discipline of art history, raises the question of whether it was possible to tell history through or with images before one had a history of art.

**The Documentary Impulse: Modern History**

A few print collectors departed from ancient history as the preeminent field for imagining and documenting the past, as Montfaucon himself did, and began collecting images of more recent history, eras which were later called the Middle Ages and the Renaissance. This was one manifestation of the growing interest in secular history. The emergence of specialized interests in early modern history occurred in a happenstance, random way: one collector might favor a particular personality such as Henry IV, another, a particular period. Unlike Montfaucon’s *Monuments of the French Monarchy*, these private collections of prints of postantique historical subjects were not published. But they did not lack influence: the three collections I discuss here were bequeathed or sold to the state and became the spines of the great series of historical prints (Qb-1, Hennin, and de Vinck) still housed in the Cabinet des estampes of the Bibliothèque nationale de France. That print room was open by appointment to “the curious,” who tended to be titled or learned visitors, in the eighteenth century. After 1789, when the royal collections were nationalized, artists and actors were among those patrons authorized to borrow prints and albums from the library. These collections of national history subjects stood as precedents for visual documentation of the events and personalities of the French Revolution as a present and unfolding history.

One collection, assembled by Jean-Pierre Imbert Châte, Sieur de Cangé (1680?–1746), contained nothing but images of Henry IV—nearly 160
engravings, primarily portraits and the occasional scene (fig. 2). The scenes do not represent all the significant events in the king’s life or reign; as a biographical or political narrative, the collection’s illustration is strikingly incomplete. This may simply have been an effect of which prints the collector could get or, alternatively and more likely, of his overriding interest in portraits. Châtre de Cangé’s compilation was a highly specialized example of print collections dedicated to portraits—portraiture often formed the largest and most important category in more comprehensive print collections. Portraiture bore a special relation to history, since for centuries it had been the primary figurative evidence of the past accessible to writers, evidence that included portraits engraved on coins and medals. Portraits were one of the oldest embodiments of history: figurative representatives of eras or reigns were incorporated early on into manuscripts, published anthologies, or galleries of rulers and distinguished figures, and, in historical narratives, famous personages were increasingly portrayed as actors or agents of history. Visual portraits served as prompts for oral recitations or recollections of past events, and there are documented cases of young members of ruling elites still being taught ancient history and French history in this manner during the eighteenth century.

Châtre de Cangé’s collection can be regarded as typological in its principle of organization, with its concentration on Henry IV as an exemplary king. There was a shift to a chronological principle of organization in Fevret de Fontette’s collection of prints of modern history. Charles-Marie Fevret de Fontette (1710–72) assembled the most important collection of prints of the modern history of France in this period. Totaling about twenty thousand prints, it covered the history of France from the Gauls through Louis XV and included images of events as well as portraits. Fevret de
Fontette’s focus on national history began in a bibliographic project, updating the standard bibliography of French history, which he expanded from one to four volumes. This Burgundian lawyer, much like Bernard de Montfaucon, began collecting printed images as an aid to research, to help him visualize the history of France, which he was tracing through bibliography. He organized his prints into a strict chronology of the events and actors pictured, albeit not of the date of the prints’ execution, and included many prints that were produced retrospectively to the event depicted. In other words, he continued to regard the prints as documents rather than as artistic creations in their own right. His privileging of iconography over the date of the execution of the printed image subsequently resulted in considerable confusion among users of the Qb-1 series in the Bibliothèque nationale.

Fevret de Fontette came even closer than Montfaucon to narrating history through images. He also conceived of images as supplementary to historical texts, as Montfaucon did, but he compiled them into the format of a book, one image per page, rather than clustering multiple images on a single sheet to illustrate a theme. This sequence of discreet images, arranged in chronological order (of subjects), created a visual narrative of history. Moreover, the collector designed his elephant-folio volumes to resemble books: he composed and decorated title pages and section pages in imitation of engravings, with titles and dates, legends, and frames all handwritten or drawn to look like the texts and formats included within engravings (fig. 3). This very elaborate bookish presentation of the mounted prints tends to turn them into a kind of visual history of France. A temporality is built into the viewing of these grand in-folio volumes as their pages are turned, creating a visual trajectory of historical events that moves the
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**Figure 3.** Charles-Marie Fevret de Fontette, *Recueil d’estampes, desseins, etc. représentant une suite des événements de l’histoire de France, à commencer depuis les Gaulois, jusques et y compris le règne de Louis XV, 1760–1772*, vol. “1660: Entrée Louis XIV.” Bibliothèque nationale de France, Paris.
viewer-reader through time. Despite their chronological organization and sequence of discrete legends, however, these volumes of pictures lack a connecting or synthetic narrative. Fevret de Fontette’s collection might be considered less a visual history of France than a chronicle in images: its additive progression simply ended when the collector stopped collecting.

The Imaginary Impulse:  
Book Illustration

It is interesting how long it took for images to get into history books. Illustrated history books were still not the norm in the nineteenth century, much less in the eighteenth, when they were few and far between. The function illustrations served in early history books was similar, however, to that of the more plentiful images found in their modern counterparts and occasionally in articles today: they offer an interesting supplement to the narrative text. The visual material included in a history book might shift a reader’s perspective on the subject, but it almost never plays a formative role in conceptualizing historical events or processes, nor does it illustrate a grand theoretical trend or changing conception of history. (Michel Foucault’s discussion of Velásquez’s Las Meninas as the preface to his analysis of a shift from classical to modern epistemes in Les Mots et les choses stands as a notable exception.) All the same, images were and are thought to be advantageous to include in historical texts because they provide the reader with a sense of coming closer to historical phenomena without being required for interpretation.

Printed images were rarely integrated into historical narratives in the eighteenth century, as the denarrativized compilations of prints of historical artifacts and subjects I have been discussing indicate. The beginnings of an attempt to bring images into historical narratives can be seen in Charles Rollin’s Histoire ancienne des Égyptiens, des Carthaginois, des Assyriens, des Babyloniens, des Mêdes et des Perses, des Macédoniens, des Grecs (The ancient history of the Egyptians, Carthaginians, Assyrians, Babylonians, Medes and Persians, Macedonians, and Grecians; 1731–38). Rollin’s book was one of the most widely read ancient histories published in eighteenth-century France, owing to its use in pedagogical instruction, though it was hardly of the intellectual stature of the grand histories written by philosophes, such as Montesquieu’s Considérations sur la grandeur des romains et de leur decadence (Considerations on the causes of the greatness of the Romans and their decline; 1735) and Voltaire’s Le Siècle de Louis XIV (The age of Louis XIV; 1752). At a mundane level, Rollin exemplifies Haskell’s thesis about the inconsequentiality of visual images for historians, since most editions of Rollin were not illustrated.
at all. This was largely an index of expense as the major factor determining book illustration in the eighteenth century: middling-priced editions of Rollin were embellished with purely ornamental vignettes on the title and opening chapter (or “book”) pages, while only deluxe editions had figurative illustrations, situated as chapter headpieces, and foldout maps. The figurative illustrations in question included a mix of historical scenes and allegories; no consistent effort was made to visualize key episodes narrated in the chapters. These figurative illustrations were designed and engraved by Jacques Philippe Lebas, who was on the payroll of the Cabinet du Roi at Versailles and was presumably recruited by the publisher to embellish deluxe editions of the text.34

The figurative illustrations in Rollin reveal a traditional idea of the relationship between “image” and “history” by the literal faithfulness of the image to represent the text. The conventional dependency of images of the past on texts derived from the inevitably prior representation of events in written historical works. Lebas’s _Entrevùe d’Hannibal et de Scipion_ (Interview of Hannibal and Scipio) is a case in point (fig. 4). This vignette

summarizes Rollin’s second book, the Ancient History of the Carthaginians, by condensing the contest between Rome and Carthage or Italy and Africa into a confrontation between Scipio and Hannibal, the two greatest generals of their day, and their armies. Costume elements identify the nations and the location, while the sartorial vocabulary remains classical. This picture of a historical event is more bookish than it would have been in a large-scale painting, whose conventions favored action and animated gestures: in Lebas’s print, emblematic figures of the generals stand and face each other statically across a wedge of space. We can imagine this wedge of space as filled with words, for the scene enacts a dialogue made famous by Livy’s history of Rome, Ad Urbe Condita Libri (Books from the foundation of the city; ca. 27–9 BCE). The generals first eyed each other—"For a moment they remained silent, looking at each other and almost dumbfounded by mutual admiration"—before Hannibal made a long speech suing for peace and Scipio rejected his suit in a shorter address, leading to the Second Punic War. Lebas followed Rollin’s paraphrase of Livy in selecting that decisive verbal exchange for his image, which thus depended upon and sought to illustrate a significant passage in the historical text.

Lebas’s figurative vignette made this key moment memorable by visualizing it: The Interview of Hannibal and Scipio summarized a world-historical event in one scene and personified it, all without relinquishing the decorative function of the image defined by its placement as a chapter headpiece. All the same, the diminutive scale of the image and the relative scarcity of images in the volumes attests to their incidental role in the form of Rollin’s Ancient History, and this ratio extended to its content as well: Rollin unusually included a chapter on the arts at the end of his history, but, as Haskell has pointed out, he neither made use of the visual arts in his writing nor discussed them as a measure of the value of past civilizations.

If Rollin’s publisher was at the forefront of integrating printed images into historical narratives in this period, one needs to turn to other areas of visual culture for attempts to form a picture of the past and to get at a more palpable and precise reconstruction of its material culture. History paintings of historical subjects are the obvious example of an imaginary mode of visualizing the past. Paintings occupied a level of visual culture different from printed book illustrations, but for both media visualizing history as event presented pictorial issues quite different from those encountered in documenting artifacts or making portraits, since picturing an event required condensation of temporal duration, spatial expansion, and figural complexity in one scene. Occasionally, visualizations of events were expanded into a series of several scenes. Since picturing past events invariably depended on their prior representation in texts, a literary idea generally stood behind and generated any visualization.
The Imaginary Impulse: History Painting

Paintings from the last quarter of the eighteenth century that visualized historical events displayed a heightened fidelity to the past. The documentary impulse, which made collections and publications of historical artifacts, especially antiquities, available for consultation, influenced this concern with getting the past right. Paintings had the advantages of color and potentially impressive scale over prints, and they offered history painters an opportunity to exercise a certain interpretive license. We see this in Jacques-Louis David’s (1748–1825) scenes of Roman history, *Le Serment des Horaces* (The oath of the Horatii; 1785, Musée du Louvre, Paris) and *Les Licteurs rapportent à Brutus les corps de ses fils* (The lictors returning to Brutus the bodies of his sons, 1789; fig. 5). These were part of an ambitious program of monumental paintings depicting great moments of ancient and modern national history inaugurated in 1774, coincident with Louis XVI’s accession to the throne, by the director of the Bâtiments du Roi, Charles-Claude Flahaut de la Billaderie, comte d’Angiviller (1730–1809).

Most history paintings were conceived and executed as stand-alone works of art and rendered their subjects in a single pictorial field (rather than as part of a series). They consequently isolated an event pictorially from a broader narrative, but, since they told familiar stories, a narrative context hovered around the painted scene, which informed viewers would have recalled to mind. Following a method of imagining a historical event that was diametrically opposed to Lebas’s “mirroring” of a passage in Rollin’s *Ancient History*, David effectively invented the subjects of his paintings,

**Figure 5.** Jacques-Louis David, *Les Licteurs rapportent à Brutus les corps de ses fils*, 1789. Oil on canvas, 323 × 422 cm. Photo: Erich Lessing, Musée du Louvre, Paris/Art Resource, NY.
which in the *Horatii* and the *Brutus* do not correspond to scenes described in the classical texts. Instead of deferring to the text as the illustrator did, David deduced his subjects by reading around in the classical authors and interpreting them in light of the political and social concerns of his day. In this respect, his paintings might be compared to the histories written by *philosophes* such as Voltaire and Montesquieu in that they singled out events that placed the larger ethical and moral implications of a subject in evidence and brought out its resonance for the present. While David relaxed the traditional grip of classical texts on pictorial composition, he intensified his study of the visual documentation of ancient history. It is the visual details of his paintings, not his illustration of a historical text, that convey his commitment to historical accuracy. David attempted to reconstruct the *look* of the past through assiduous research into its customs, costumes, furnishings, and architecture. His foregrounding of an archaeological truth of ancient Rome in his paintings, rendered in a terse, monumental style, made their illusions of classical history seem persuasive and powerful.

**The Documentary Impulse: Revolutionary History**

Given the multiplication of images in the eighteenth century and the growing impulse to visualize the past, did this visual culture have any effect on perceptions or understandings of history? Some effect was discernable in prints that documented the French Revolution, in two respects: their visualizations spilled over into painting and collections of them as “instant history” were rooted in the eighteenth-century print collections of historical events and personalities.

With the French Revolution, history no longer belonged primarily to the past, even when cast as a rebirth of ancient Rome, but to the present and to an unpredictable future. Representations of the Revolution brought into play a notion of history as something directly and immediately witnessed. The transformative power of the Revolution was seen in events that were not only the most recent but also the most representable by visual means. Images produced during the Revolution show a new understanding of visual documentation as constitutive of history: recording something as it appeared immediately in the present was to set down on paper or on canvas (and more rarely in clay) the materials of history for the future. The idea that visually registering the customs and costume of the present could provide the materials for history was already current by the late 1770s and 1780s, and this chronicling of contemporary mores was now extended to include political events and manifestations. As has often been related, the French
Revolution precipitated a shift in the temporality of history painting to the immediate present, prying it away from the academically favored realms of mythology and ancient history and the politically compromised realm of modern national or monarchical history. Less well appreciated, perhaps, is the seminal role played by printmakers and lower-ranking genre and landscape painters in visualizing Revolutionary events. Once they secured the backing of the Republican government, they eventually forced history painters to follow suit. One of the great struggles between an enlarged and enfranchised body of artists and the Directory and Consular governments (1795–1804) was over what constituted a historical event worthy of representation according to the aesthetic standards of the fine arts. In the end, contemporary history was elevated to the rank of grand history painting thanks to Napoleon’s decisive intervention, though the artistic status of contemporary events remained troubled and qualified for the remainder of the nineteenth century.

The pressure of rapid political change prompted some painters to turn to prints of current events for inspirations. The young history painter Charles Thévenin (1764–1838), winner of the Prix de Rome in 1791, responded to the revolutionary government’s call on artists to demonstrate their patriotism by exhibiting his drawing or etching Prise de la Bastille (The storming of the Bastille on 14 July 1789; 1790) at the Salon of 1793. Thévenin had already sought public legitimation for his print of this subject by announcing its publication in newspapers in March 1790. The editor of Le Moniteur singled out the expressive qualities of the etching as conveying the artist’s enthusiasm for the subject (fig. 6):

The free, manly execution has all the liberty that only a lively point, a vigorous etching, can give, and cannot be expected from a cold graver, by the very fact of its purity.

The editor, probably encouraged by Thévenin, went so far as to interpret the spirited execution of the print as evidence that the artist had been a witness of, and even a participant in, the event:

This work, drawn and engraved by M. Thévenin with a fervor worthy of the memorable action it re-creates, does infinite honour to the artist’s talent, and indeed, we are tempted to add, to his courage; for the genuine and terrible atmosphere that reigns throughout this scene leads us to believe that one who has succeeded so well in transmitting it must have experienced it himself, and that he was both witness and participant.

The animated execution of the etching communicated a documentary immediacy even though it was executed seven months after the event. Thévenin thus managed to pick up on the provocation of earlier prints published by the commercial printmakers on the rue St. Jacques, who responded immediately
to the Bastille event. Thévenin “elevated” popular commercial images of that kind into the domain of fine art through his academic treatment of the figures and the composition; indeed, he made his Salon debut with the subject in 1793. He consolidated that move two years later by exhibiting an oil painting of the same subject at the Salon of 1795 (now in the Musée Carnavalet, Paris). The painting replicated the elaborate composition of the earlier etching in reverse on a canvas that was nearly the same in size (etching, 37.3 × 58.3 cm; painting, 41 × 58.5 cm), in a more considered, artistically significant, and official (if not commissioned) rendition of the event. Here was a striking inversion of the traditional relationship between painting and print, in which a print generated a painting rather than reproducing one. This was a clear-cut example of contemporary history entering the precinct of the fine arts by the back door of lowly prints of current events.

The visual forms that representations of the Revolution took are remarkable for their awareness that history was being made in the present and by “the people” or their representatives rather than by kings and titled elites. The following excerpt from a 1791 prospectus for a series of engravings is filled with dramatic self-consciousness of the participants’ ability to make history and of artists’ will to record those radical changes:

**Figure 6.** Charles Thévenin, *Prise de la Bastille*, 1790. Etching, 37.3 × 58.3 cm. Bequest of W. Gedney Beatty, Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York.
The genius of Liberty awakens the genius of the arts, exalts its power, broadens its scope, makes it worthy of the Nation and immortalizes its works. Citizen artists will engrave the great tableaux of our Revolution in a manner worthy of a free France, of a Europe moving toward freedom and of mankind, destined to be free. They will have to recount violent uprisings, terrible scenes and examples of prodigious virtue.45

The compilations of prints and drawings that documented Revolutionary events as they were transpiring, both published and unpublished, envisioned history from the outset in the form of the series, which told a story through a chronological sequence of images. The temporal intervals between them were short, making the history of the present dense and thick. These serial representations of key events and personalities set out to show and to validate political developments that were often still controversial as constituting the history of the period.

No fewer than six series of engravings of revolutionary events were launched in the 1790s. The best known and most voluminous, widely disseminated, and counterfeited was the Tableaux historique de la Révolution française ou Analyse des principaux événements qui ont eu lieu en France depuis la transformation des États-Généraux en Assemblée nationale, le 20 juin 1789 (Historical pictures of the French Revolution or analysis of the main events that took place in France since the transformation of the Estates General into a National Assembly on June 20, 1789; Paris, 1791–1817). Consisting of 144 plates initially published in monthly installments of two engravings each, these elaborate prints depicted key moments of the Revolution (conforming in that respect to the paradigms of biblical history and of ancient history as related by Gibbon) in large multigure scenes accompanied by portraits and historical notices (fig. 7).46 The publishers presented their collaborators as eyewitnesses, calling the draftsmen “eyewitnesses to the upheavals of the Revolution” who sometimes “risked their lives.” Writers of the commentaries also assumed the vantage point of eyewitness observers, especially in the early editions (1791–94 and 1798).47 The desire to meet a demand for images of “events as they happen” was frustrated, however, by the time required to make a burin engraving, a painstaking process that could take anywhere from eighteen months to two years. The process was frequently delayed by interruptions—most publishing was suspended during the Terror (1793–94), for example—that could turn the gap between an event and its illustration into three or four years.48 All the same, the engraved images in the Historical Pictures of the French Revolution withstood the test of time better than the accompanying texts, since the images remained constant while the notices were repeatedly revised. The texts were revised five times in each of the editions published between 1791 and 1817, a progressive alteration that changed the work’s political coloration, as one cataloger put it, “from the most vivid red to the most immaculate white.”49
An unpublished compilation from the same period was Jean Louis Soulavie’s (1752–1813) private collection of images of modern French history, which concentrated sustained attention on the Revolution as part of a longer national history. The extension of the nation’s modern history into the present had already been adumbrated in print collections such as Fevret de Fontette’s, which brought the timeline of French history into that collector’s present, the reign of Louis XV. But those earlier compilations of prints of the past did not conceive of their subjects as a thematically or temporally coherent series, as “the age of ——,” to the extent that collections of prints of the French Revolution did.

As a provincial cleric, Soulavie first occupied himself with theology and natural history before moving to Paris in 1778, when he began systematically to collect prints, drawings, and memoirs of French history. In effect, his study of geological time—his major work, *Histoire naturelle de la France méridionale* (Natural history of southern France; 1780–84), radically re-estimated the age of the earth and drew censure from the church for contradicting a literal reading of the Bible—evolved into an interest in historical time. Taking Fevret de Fontette’s collection of prints of modern French history as a model, he followed the same rigorously chronological method of organization and bookish presentation of the material, albeit in smaller albums, which necessitated trimming some prints. He amassed 152 volumes in *Monumens de l’histoire de France en estampes et dessins* (Monuments of the history of France in prints and drawings), which included 10 preliminary volumes on a variety of themes and 142 volumes on the history of France, spanning “the establishment of the Franks in Gaul to the foundation of the French empire in the house of Bonaparte.” He devoted 22 of those volumes to the French Revolution. Like earlier historically minded collectors who found themselves living through times of particular
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turbulence, Soulavie bought prints, drawings, brochures, and pamphlets as they came out in an effort to document the unfolding contemporary history of the Revolution. The quality of the prints and drawings he acquired was mixed, since his primary aim was coverage of events. The concentration of his collection on this period was partly an effect of the great cataracts of printed material that began pouring off presses after 1789, when the number of presses increased. While a comprehensive history of engraving during the French Revolution has yet to be written, Jules Renouvier’s classic study of the subject estimated that at least six thousand engraved subjects were produced between 1789 and 1799 by some 360 designated engravers.

The density and the violence of the events pictured in Soulavie’s revolutionary volumes spoke to his experience of the Revolution as the first event in history ever to significantly change society. He was an active participant, denounced as a Jacobin sympathizer and imprisoned after Thermidor, and later saved from deportation by Napoleon. The Bonapartist perspective in the introduction to his collection accepted the Revolution but condemned its excesses. His position was moderate compared with that of Henri Huchet, comte de la Bédoyère, a younger contemporary who collected antirevolutionary reportage and enlisted some of the same prints that Soulavie collected in support of his conflicting view. Soulavie collected a good many drawings of revolutionary events, and for good reason, since that medium could respond more quickly to breaking “news” than burin engraving or even quicker intaglio techniques like etching and aquatint, which required separate processes of translation and printing (fig. 8).

Calling his twenty-two volumes on the Revolution a “monument,” Soulavie wrote:

We have witnessed a destructive and bloody revolution. The artists have painted the maliciousness and ferocity of its factions. . . . It is from this point of view that this monument is of interest, for it shows terrible things that prose has not yet been able to describe.

This observation by Soulavie extended Montfaucon’s earlier characterization of images as “mute Histories” that contain information “which Authors do not mention,” though it acquired urgency in the crucible of revolution. As Soulavie saw it, artists provided visual evidence that historians would later have to take into account, since they fearlessly recorded atrocities from which writers recoiled:
seen and felt in a great event, without digressing and without writing, I wanted this voluminous work, the only one of its kind, to be the control and contestation, so to speak, of our written history, its safety and its embellishment.\footnote{56}

His assumptions that artists were “disinterested witness[es]” and that their images were truthful seem strange to us, though they were not uncharacteristic of his century. Although reflections on the reliability of images had long been made in the natural sciences, a Pyrrhonist skepticism of textual evidence persisted in some quarters and shifted faith away from texts to visual documents and artifacts as forms of historical evidence.\footnote{57} Soulavie’s assumption of the documentary neutrality of printed and drawn images of revolutionary events might be likened to the documentary status often accorded photographs and films today, even though we are aware that these are constructed, malleable images, just as certain conventions of textual and visual representation guided the execution of the drawings and prints in the eighteenth century. In any case, Soulavie’s experience of the French Revolution strengthened his belief in the ability of images to keep historians honest. His project privileged visual images as offering both a truer and more complete picture of history than written narrative on its own.
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\caption{Massacre à la Salpêtrière, 3 Septembre 1792. Pen, gray ink, and wash. Former Collection Rothschild, Paris. Photo: Thierry Le Mage, RMN-Grand Palais/Art Resource, NY.}
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Conclusion

An impulse to visualize history grew during the eighteenth century and crossed over from a documentary mode to heighten the historical ambience of imaginary scenes that recreated actions and events. These strands came together in the French Revolution, when the government called upon all artists to verify the still unfolding events of its history. In the eyes of a print collector like Soulavie, images of the Revolution could tell their own story and communicate better if they were liberated from the scaffolding of textual narrative. For him, they no longer supplemented written accounts of history, which was the role traditionally assigned to them even by “historophile” antiquarians and collectors, but bore the full weight of historical evidence and accountability. “Visual documents” can thus be seen as emerging triumphant from the century’s impulse to visualize history. However, this view of their privileged status vis-à-vis history was articulated by one man, and we simply do not know whether or how widely it was shared. We can only point to Napoleon’s subsequent unshakable belief that large-scale history paintings of events from his reign, publically exhibited, would be as persuasive and politically effective as thousands of words, though he hardly neglected narrative and museological forms of telling the nation’s history.
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